
COUNTRYSIDE COMPETITIONS T&Cs 

 

1. The promoter is the National Farmers Union (the NFU) Agriculture House, Stoneleigh Park, 

Stoneleigh, Warwickshire, CV8 2TZ 

 

2. The promotion is open to all residents of the UK, including the Channel Islands, aged 18 years or 

older, except the Promoter’s employees or contractors and anyone connected with the promotion or 

their direct family members. 

 

3. By entering the promotion, the participants agree: 

(a) to be bound by these terms and conditions; 

(b) that their surname and county of residence may be released if they win a prize; and 

(c) that should they win the promotion, their name and likeness may be used by the Promoter for pre-

arranged promotional purposes.  
(d) to take part in any post promotion publicity 
 

 

4. The NFU cannot acknowledge receipt of entry and no entries will be returned. 

 

5. Entrants must supply to the National Farmers’ Union their full name, email address and daytime 

telephone number.  

 

6. Only one entry will be permitted per person, regardless of method of entry. Bulk entries made by 

third parties will not be permitted.  

 

7. The winning entrant(s) will be:  

a) the first entry drawn at random from all the entries after the closing date; or 

b) the first correct entry drawn at random when the competition asks a specified question. 

 

9. The Promoter’s decision as to the winner is final. The winner(s) will be notified within 7 days of the 

close of the promotion by post/telephone/email. 

 

10. There is no cash alternative and the prize will not be transferable. Prizes must be taken as stated 

and cannot be deferred. The Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize with one of the same or 

greater value. 

 

11. The name and county of residence of the winner(s) will be available by sending an SAE to Winners 

List Request, NFU Countryside magazine, NFU HQ, Agriculture House, Stoneleigh Park, Warks, 

CV32 7RJ within two months of the closing date of the promotion. 

 

12. The Promoter reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions or to cancel, alter or amend 

the promotion at any stage, if deemed necessary in its opinion, or if circumstances arise outside of its 

control. 

 

13. The Promoter does not accept any responsibility for lost, delayed or fraudulent entries.  

 

14. If the winner is unable to be contacted within 21 days of the promotion’s closing date, the Promoter 

reserves the right to offer the prize to a runner up, or to re-offer the prize in any future promotion. 

 

15. The Promoter excludes liability to the full extent permitted by law for any loss, damage or injury 

occurring to the participant arising from his or her entry into the promotion or occurring to the 

winner(s) arising from his or her acceptance of a prize. 

 

16. The promotion is subject to the laws of England. 

 

17. The Promoter has rights in perpetuity to use any submitted entries, but the original creator 
retains overall copyright & if your submission is a photograph which children are the subject of, 
you consent to that photograph being utilised by the NFU 
 



Privacy notice: The National Farmers Union is the Data Controller and will process and use all 
personal data supplied in accordance with our privacy policy which can be found here 
https://www.countrysideonline.co.uk/assets/106609   

 


